To our valued customers,
In recent days you would have seen our Coronavirus (COVID-19) update posted to our social media
and website in relation to how we as part of the community are trying to minimize the spread of this
virus.
In addition to this, we would like to update you on the impact this virus is having on our business
and how it may impact yours in the future.
As many of our suppliers and equipment manufacturers are either US or Japanese based, the COVID19 may have an impact on our ability to source parts and equipment for your business. At this stage
Governments around the world are allowing agricultural suppliers and manufacturers to operate but
it is an ever-changing environment.
Our mission has always been to make a positive and significant contribution to our customers
operations, so we will be working hard to ensure we can supply you with the parts and equipment
you need. We do appreciate your patience and understanding during this period.
The sharp decline of the Australian dollar against the USD is another potential impact, with some of
our US based equipment manufacturers and suppliers already flagging the possibility of future price
rises to offset this.
Given this period of uncertainty, as well as the potential for price rises in the future – it is
important you consider your future parts and equipment needs now before supply is constrained
or prices have risen.
The Australian Government has recently introduced a tax incentive in the form of an instant asset
write off for purchases of up to $150,000. There is also a separate incentive in place for purchases
above $150,000. Your tax advisor is the best person to speak with regarding this opportunity.
These significant incentives, together with potential price rises and an uncertain supply, means that
it is now incredibly important for you consider with urgency what your future (1-2 years) needs are.
We have taken several necessary steps to ensure that our team stands ready to assist you, please do
not hesitate to give us a call.

